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Abstract: The article evidences the extent to which the personalities of Oltenia
contributed to the modernization of this region, in the time interval between 1821 and
1914. Oltenia represented the first line in the modernization of Wallachia, then
Romania, due both to its potential and the personalities that lived in this historical
region of Romania.
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I. GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS
It is very difficult to create, within such a limited space, a synthesis of the
personalities that marked the existence, the development and the contribution of
Oltenia, in the time interval mentioned in the title.
The chronological elements are established according to the chronology
related to the modernization of Romania. 18211 represents the moment in which the
first real action from the Romanian history took place. It is obvious that the
moment 18212 must not be taken out of the international context, which helped
generating its existence, even if, internally, the conditions had been met. The final
point is represented by the outburst of World War I. Even if Romania joined the
war in the summer of 1916, the moment from 1914 marked the ceasing of any
attempts of modernization, due to the fact that the war was carried out at the
frontiers of Romania, which was supposed to lead to the stopping of conflicts
between the political parties, conflicts specific to any democracy during peace
times. The period that we intend to analyse is of almost a century, more specifically
of 93 years. There have been previously stated, in the so far published works,
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the fact that Oltenia had its specificity, from the geographical, ethnic, social,
confessional and economic point of view. The region between the Carpathians,
Cerna, Olt and Danube rivers, cleaved by smaller waterways as Motru, Jiu or Olteț
was polarised economically in a defining manner: the north was inclined to crafts,
fruit growing, the husbandry of small animal with horns and industrialisation, the
agricultural centre and the south that was favouring the trade, the husbandry of big
horned animals, vegetable growing, fishing.
The Danube, even though from the political point of view was representing a
border, culturally and economically the situation was not always as depicted above.
The existence of port gangways, the Danubian localities, first rural and then urban,
favoured not only the cultural, but also the economic communication, owing to the
fact that in the south of Danube there was a Latinophone population, in the area of
Timok, up to the area of Pindus.
All these elements that have been mentioned above are indispensable for
outlining the portrait of the personalities from Oltenia, and for registering their
contribution to the modernization of the region and the country. The counties from
Oltenia are among the first ones attested in the medieval period. Previously, the
Antiquity had known the existence of a Roman province and a Roman-Byzantine
organisation. At Turnu Severin and Corabia, there had been two fixed bridges over
the Danube, for two centuries, which was showing the fact that there had existed an
economic connection between the north and the south banks of Danube. The
Christianity, well represented from archaeologically and epigraphically (including
paleo-Christian basilicas, inscriptions), had ensured the cohesion of the Dacians
and Romans in the years of the great migrations3.
In the Middle Age, the existence of Oltenia or Craiova (a form of organization
that came from the political sphere of the Magyar royalty, for constituting some
economic and military structures with specific individuality – the Banat of Severin)
provided Oltenia with individuality, in its relation with Muntenia, being called the
Small Wallachia. The rivers Danube, Olt and Jiu were representing the main axes
(east-west, north-south) that the travelling of people took place, the commerce and
the economic development.
II. A SOCIAL RADIOGRAPHY OF OLTENIA
The presence within the Wallachian Council of the Ban from Oltenia (the
ruler’s locum tenens and the operational commander of the country’s army) since
the period of Mircea the Old attests the importance of the institution of the Bans,
within the Wallachian structure4.
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In the era of Michael the Brave, in his quality of nephew of Iane Epirotul,
himself Great Ban of Craiova, through his personal actions, and also after marriage,
he succeeded in creating the most significant medieval domain (a lot of villages
and parts of villages), which was situated, most of it, in Oltenia.
The boyars represented, by far, the most politically and economically influent
social category from Oltenia. Between them and the mass of the free and enslaved
producers, there were the merchants. In the outskirts of the social life there were
the slaves of the state and of the monasteries.
The boyars influenced, for centuries, the history of Oltenia and Wallachia.
The most significant family of boyars from Wallachia, following in rank that of the
founders from Basarab family, was that of Craiovescu family5. Just by the simple
skimming through a cartography, an Almanack of nobility, it can be noticed that,
from Oltenia, there emerged boyar families that played a part regionally and nationally,
among which high officials, military commanders, even rulers: Brâncoveanu,
Bibescu, Glogoveanu, Știrbei, Coțofeanu, Strâmbeanu, Slăvitești, Vorvoreanu etc.
Through alliances, marriages, commercial documents, other families came in
Oltenia: Golescu, Bălcescu, Greceanu.
Along the ruler and the boyars, the Church was, by far, a representative
institution for Oltenia. Especially the north of Oltenia, the counties of Mehedinți,
Gorj and Vâlcea had a strong monastic life, the north of Vâlcea county being called
“the Romanian Athos”.
The rulers made numerous donations for the “Saint Places” from Athos
Mountain and Jerusalem.
III. THE TRANS-DANUBIAN AND MEDITERRANEAN CIRCULATION
There has been stated above that the Danube represented a border, but not an
unsurpassed barrier. Under the circumstances of the complications appeared in the
geo-political Balkan context, from the area of Timok and that of Macedonia, in the
north of Danube there came the Vlachs, the Macedonian Rumanians, the Greeks
that integrated themselves in the economic, public and political life of Oltenia: the
families of Mihail, Orman, Opran, Aman, Hagi Enuș. Excellent farmers, merchants,
speaking the Greek language, an international language in the Balkans (the Ottoman
diplomats were most of them Greeks from the area of Pera and Phanar quarters
from Constantinople), the new-comers climbed rather rapidly on the social ladder
in Oltenia. Numerous Greek origin hierarchs lived in Oltenia, who had been sent to
administrate the properties dedicated to churches, from the Holly Places.
Not only the Greeks from Macedonia, or the Latinophones, desired to come in
Oltenia. Here, there are attested Greeks from Peloponnese and even the Greek Islands.
5
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The Greeks created a very strong Diaspora in Wien, frequently travelling from
Banat, in Oltenia and then in the Balkans. Timotei Eudoxiados, Rigas Velestinos,
Ilarion Gheorghiadis are just few of the names that marked the existence of Olteniei6.
Oltenia was, at some point between 1718 and 1739, under the Habsburg
domination, and the Phanariot rulers (of Greek origin) tried to obtain the merging
of Oltenia with Walachia (Mavrocordat family), meanwhile, in the short ruling of
Manole Gianni-Rușeț, Craiova was the capital of Wallachia de facto.
After 1878, due to the acute lack of manpower in agriculture, besides the
Bulgarians or Serbians, Albanians (the mercenaries), the Italians also appeared in
Oltenia, coming from the area of Friuli-Venezia-Giulia, especially called on his
estates by the proprietor Pera Opran. The Italians arrived in Oltenia to settle well
known localities and to perform in commerce, agriculture, constructions, furniture
production, workmanship etc.
IV. FROM LOCAL MILITIAS TO THE NATIONAL ARMY
The Austrian domination has been mentioned above. Under these circumstances,
in order to avoid the merciless exploitation of the economic potential by the Habsburg
dominators, a part of the men chose to lead a harassing fight against the occupationist,
and after Oltenia was reattached to Wallachia, to fight against the Phanariot
administration. Gradually, these fighters who acted in groups of attack and
harassment, became, during the Russian-Austrian-Turkish wars, a national militia
called “pandours”. Fighting along the Russian troops, against the Ottomans, led by
a series of commanders, as Tudor Vladimirescu, Ghiță Cuțui, Lupu Mehedințeanu,
Gheorghe Magheru, managed to form the basis of the revolutionary army from 1921.
Oltenia, in 1821, represented the nucleus of the 1921 revolution7. Tudor
Vladimirescu, a young man from Gorj, Vladimiri, was brought up in the house of
Glogoveanu boyar from Craiova, where he accumulated legal and administrative
knowledge. He was the bailiff in the region of Cloșani, commander of the pandour
army, decorated by the Tsar of Russia, gaining the quality of Russian subject
(suditi). The fact that he travelled a lot for business to Wien, allowed him to get in
touch to the Green emigration and to become aware of the fact that the new
changes occurring after the Wien Congress could influence the faith of Walachia
positively, if there was an alliance between the Romanians and the Greeks, with the
possibility to create a revolt in the Balkans.
The failure on addressing the collaboration between the Greeks and the Romanians
was noticed in the fact that the Greeks, although were entitling themselves as a secret
6
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organization, disclosed too easily the discreet support of Russia, which determined
the riposte of the Tsar, concretised in the disavowing of the two movements.
The moment 1821 was treated differently in the historiography before and
after 1989. Before 1989, Tudor Vladimirescu was regarded as a national hero,
without any connection to Russia or the boyars. In reality, after the death of the last
Phanariot ruler from Bucharest, the boyars, grouped in the Governing Body (Ghica,
Brâncoveanu, Văcărescu), had asked Tudor to gather “the army from the north”,
whose nucleus was his pandour formations. After the movement remained without
external support, the boyars asked Tudor to stop, because the risk for the occupation
of the country by the Turks. That moment, due to a well-planned movement, of
resistance against the Phanariots, the movement from 1821 became the revolution
led by Tudor Vladimirescu.
In his proclamations, Tudor Vladimirescu was asking to spare “the estates of
the promised boyars”, although the peasants desired only the emancipation. The
pandours themselves did not agree with the discipline imposed by their commander.
The Greeks had their plans. For them, even if Russia did not offer any support, it
was ideal that the flag of freedom to be risen in the north of Danube, because, in
Greece, the Turks had gathered large troops. Nonetheless, on the 25th of March
1821, in Greece, the liberation war started, concomitantly with the actions from
Wallachia and Moldova.
The compromise Vladimirescu-Ipsilanti did not function for too long, the
Greeks eliminating Tudor Valdimirescu, being defeated at Drăgășani and Secu, in
the summer of 18218.
Practically, the alliance from 1821 was due to fail. The Greeks wanted to get
rid of the Ottomans, and the Romanians would have accepted the subjecting to the
Ottomans, if they had been willing to guarantee that the Panariot regime would be
brought to an end. It was difficult to explain the peasants, who hated the boyars and
the Greeks, that they needed to ally with them, against the Turks. Nevertheless, a
part of the pandours continued to fight against the Turks, along the Greeks. The
shameful escape over the mountains of Alexandru Ipsilanti constituted the end of
his phantasy of a hero from a Greek tragedy. Soon, after staying in prison, would
pass away in misery, exiled and going mad. In Greece, his brother was one of the
heroes of the Greek liberation war.
In this age, a scholar boyar from Argeș, Dinicu Golescu, married to Zoe
Farfara from Craiova decided to travel to West to offer his sons a good education.
His sons and their cousins, the son of Iordache Golescu, were to be, later on,
among the leaders of the 1848 revolution. Nicolae Carada, married to a successor
of Slăvitescu family, would settle in Craiova, where the famous Eugeniu Carada
was born, founder and less known mentor of the National Bank of Romania.
8
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The autochthonous rulers tried a minimal reform, but, after the Convention
from Akkerman, the Russian-Turkish war started, and the Peace from Adrianopolis
was sealing the official instituting of the Russian Protectorate, the Principalities
being occupied militarily until 1834.
The period of the Organic Regulations, instituted after 1831 and 1832,
brought forward two Romanian institutions, the School (until then the appanage of
the Church) and the Army (which had not existed under the Phanariots, limited by
the presence of the Albanian mercenaries). The pandours would be the nucleus of
the national army, which the sons of the small boyars joined, along with the sons of
the peasants, some of them depending on the crafts of arms and dedicating their
existence to the military career.
From the initiative of Pavel Kisselef, on the Plain of Severin (the 23rd of
April 1833)9, there was erected the town of Turnu Severin (because the Austrians
had already started the measures on addressing the right to build a port, near the old
Roman camp of Drobeta), where, gradually, the administration of Mehedinți
county would function, which had been settled for centuries before at Cerneți.
V. REACTIONISTS, REVOLUTIONISTS, VISIONARIES
Oltenia, and its main centre, Craiova, became the place where the revolution
from 1848 laid its foundation. Petrache Poenaru, who was born in Benești, Vâlcea,
worked in Craiova (where he had finished his studies that he had started in his
native locality), within the Bishopric of Râmnic, then after being the secretary of
Tudor Vladimirescu, left for Paris, Wien, where he patented the fountain pen, then
he took his licence degree in engineering, contributing to the spiritual enhancement
and the promotion of school, and also libraries in the great centres of Wallachia.
Gheorghe Magheru, Nicolae Pleșoianu, Christian Tell, Nicolae Bălcescu,
Petrache Cernătescu and many more saw in Craiova an influential centre, where
the revolution could triumph, yet, the main obstacle was represented by the
reactionary spirit10. It ought not to be forgotten that the ruler Gheorghe Bibescu had
appointed Iancu Bibescu, his brother, the prefect of Dolj. Teacher Ioan Maiorescu,
father of Titu Maiorescu11, had arrived in Craiova, the latter one, born in Craiova,
where he had attended the primary school.
The brother of Nicolae Bălcescu, Barbu Bălcescu would be, at some point,
the mayor of Craiova, and his daughter, Olga, would marry officer Petre Gigurtu.
9
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Olga Gigurtu was among the first journalist women from Romania, at some point
writing the memoires about the years she lived in Craiova and Severin, the place
where her husband was detached with his military service, for many years.
After the Revolution from 1848, in the decade of the national regeneration
(1849–1859), Craiova became a centre for the propagation of innovative ideas, and
Oltenia would become an essential region after the Great Union.
Gheorghe Chițu, politician and mayor of Criova, Emanoil Chinezu, politician
and lawyer, Nicolae Romanescu, well-known mayor of Craiova would try to modernize
the city. Nicolae Mihail was noticed in his quality of concessionaire of the pavement
works for the roads. His son, Dini Mihail would continue his father’s work,
building schools, endowing churches. He brought his contribution to the war, in the
years of the independence fight (1877–1878), also being decorated. His sister, Arieti,
would marry Androcli Fotino, a Greek and future general in the Romanian Army.
In Craiova, numerous families of proprietors, magistrates, doctors, cultivated
men, military men: Vălimărescu, Haralambie, Stoilov, Dianu, Cornetti, Aman,
Argetoianu, Pessicu, Pleșia, Sinna. By far, the primordial role was played by
Mihail family, Dini Mihail starting the construction of the most grandiose palace
from Craiova, bequeathing it to his sons Jean and Nicolae Mihail, after his death, in
1908, along with his impressive movable and immovable assets.
Craiova started to embrace the theatre world, from here, leaving towards the great
stages of the country and Europe, Aristizza Romanescu and Elena Theodorini, the
daughter of the famous actor Theodorini, the one who founded the first theatre in
Craiova.
VI. THE REBIRTH OF CRAIOVA-THE CITY AMIDST
A RURAL IMMENSITY
Craiova became the heart of Oltenia, after the Union from 1859, leaving the
penumbra cone in which it had been after the Organic Regulations had destroyed
Craiova Kaymakam. It represented the first administrative, political, judicial,
commercial, cultural and economic centre from the South-West of Romania. Yet, until
the 20th century, Craiova looked more like a borough, in which the houses and the
palaces of the great boyars and merchants were contrasting with the modest dwellings
of the poor people. The city had as the central point the area with St. Dumitru
Cathedral, the House of the Bans and the Old Market. Calea Unirii street that led to the
exit towards Calafat was meeting the Big Lane (Ulița Mare), later called Lipscani,
which headed towards east, on the road to Bucharest. Hagi Enuș, Poroineanu inn (the
place where the Palace of Justice is today), were forming the east limit of Craiova (the
Boundary Cross is today placed in the park in front of the House of the Bans).
In Craiova, there were numerous inns, monasteries or pubs: Hurezi Inn,
Puțureanu Inn, Poroineanu Inn, Dumba Inn. Since the Middle Ages and until the
dawn of modernity, many foreign travellers were delighted by what they saw in
Oltenia, in general, and in Craiova especially.
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In 1829, the Russian lieutenant Feodor Tornow12, who was detached in
Craiova from the fall of 1829 to the month of February 1830, was depicting the
harsh situation Craiova was facing. The population, regardless the origin and
condition, due to the precarious sanitary protection (the Russian administration
from principalities would introduce the quarantine on the Danube and would
supplement the wheat quantity for the consumption of the population). The Russian
officer noted the fact that, owing to a miracle, he escaped the danger of the plague.
Moreover, the officer remembers the earthquake from 1830, which affected
Craiova seriously (although he wrote down that only few houses had collapsed):
“In Craiova, I found the necessary rest that I so long had wished for (…). As long
as I fought on the other side of the Danube, our society enriched in number with
some ladies, who had come, from Russia, with their husbands (…). Almost every
evening we would gather in the house of our commander and dance on gypsy
music, forgetting that the plague was haunting the city… Twenty-three of the best
houses from the city had been preserved for those afflicted with plague.
I had the obligation to visit every room, occupied by the plague-stricken
people, at least once a day, to assist the sorting of the sick people, brought from all
the corners of Small Wallachia, and to report about all these to the division commander.
I do not know how I managed to escape the disease that did not forgive anyone.
(…) Only one in ten people escaped death (…).
I saw many tragedies during that winter, but the most impressive was the
case of Boyar Petrișoi [Petrișor–?]. For several days, the entire city was alarmed
and bemoaned the situation of the suffering family. (…) Sharing a living with
captain Alexandru Muhanov at Craiova’s subprefect, Rosetti, we would spend most
of our evenings at boyar Petrișoi’s house, who used to live nearby. His family was
made of his wife, still a beautiful and young woman, and daughter, Maricica, a 13
year-old little girl.
One evening, I stayed later at Petrișoi, playing cards, the main way of
entertainment of the Wallach boyars, waltzing with the daughter of the hosts. It
then was the dinner, later we drank coffee and smoked (according to the custom of
the place, to serve the guests, after dinner, with chibouk and Turkish coffee).
Satisfied by the pleasant evening, close to midnight, we left home and went to
sleep. During dinner, Maricica had a mild headache. Nobody, not even her
parents, paid any attention to this situation, considering that it is just a feeble
dizziness, caused by the prolonged waltz13.
Not long before dawn, Muhanov came to my room with the news that the
plague was found in the house of Petrișoi. Two people, one of them being the
person who waited us at the table and brought the chibouks and the coffee, had
died. Maricica also had the symptoms of the plague (…).
12
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In the afternoon, after calming down a little, and observing that we do not
shiver, or feel dizzy (the first signs of the plague), we went to Petrișoi, to see what
was happening. The house was surrounded by guards, who did not allow anyone
come closer than 50 steps. In the yard, there were the gypsies, bustling, because
they did not manage to run before the manor was isolated. Inside it, there was
silence. The house seemed empty. The people from the yard were refusing to enter
the house and bring news about the boyar. We had to call him, with the help of the
guards, to the window.
We found that another woman had died that morning, and the daughter, very
ill, was held in her arms by her mother, who did not want to let her go. In the
evening, we visited the grieving family again. Crying, the devastated father,
announced that his daughter had died, and that his wife, maddened by sufferance,
was refusing to believe it, and she was still holding the girl.
Not having another alternative, the boyar took advantage of the mother’s
momentary lack of attention, grabbed the child and gave it, through the window, to
the undertakers, who took it to the common grave. After the forty day quarantine,
from the house, only the boyar, his wife and an old gypsy came out alive. Five servants
and the daughter had died. In our house, the disease did not strike (…). Meanwhile,
our nerves were once more tested. A strong earthquake hit the Principalities. (…) It
occurred during the midnight. (…) and lasted for three minutes. (…) The earthquake
did not cause significant damages in Craiova. Only few houses collapsed…”.
The Russian officer also remembers the manner Justice functioned at the
Craiova Kaymakam (in the last years before being dissolved). Although he states
that the applying of law was according to the rigid oriental system, in the purest
Turkish tradition, the Russian officer was pleasantly impressed by Prince
Constantin Ghica, especially by his character and culture, but he was also noticing
his behaviour, tempted to spend time in the company of women, and to play cards.
Regarding his judgement, he had “despotic” habits: “Constantin Ghica, the
younger brother of the ruler from Muntenia, had one of those characters that one
rarely could see among his compatriots. He was proving great knowledge, a noble
way of thinking, could perceive the positive aspect and was willing to support it;
unfortunately, he would often resort to despotic measures (…) and did not have the
power to fight the lust for gambling and women, which took too much of his time.
He was young, handsome, good-mannered, stylish and, for these reasons, it is
no wonder that he was preoccupied more with the pleasures of life, than the boring
and tiring duties. In that period, the customs and the mentality of the Wallachian
society were strongly orientalised. The Kaymakam was strongly opposing them,
although sometimes there was a success managing to attract the people into
supporting the humanist ideas.
The public life, the administration, the justice were still subjected to rules
resulted from mixture of superficiality and a rigid Turkish despotism. Wishing to
offer an example the proprietors from Craiova, the Kaymakam ceded his manor
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to a Russian military hospital and moved to St. Spiridon monastery, where he
received four small rooms.14”
The Russian officer also notes the way in which an act of judging took place
at the “The Kaymakam”. Moreover, he further describes the manner the boyars
from Craiova used to dress: “I was respectfully keeping the distance from the high
officials who were trying… In the middle of the room there were the chancellors
who would state the case. In the yard and on the hallways there were many people
crowding… For an unfamiliarised eye, the scene looked surprising. The longbearded boyars, dressed in multi-coloured silk gowns, similar to the clothes of our
priests, wearing a big lamb-furred hat over the Turkish cap that covered the
shaved head, were shocking because of the semi-oriental way of dressing. Among
them, the kaymakam was noticeable, dressed with an embellished Turkish costume
and turban… The right to wear a turban was reserved, in the principalities, only to
the members of Ghica family (…)”.
On the place where there is today the University of Craiova, there was the
Old Bishopric (Gănescu Church), the flags of the Revolution from 1848 being
blessed here, accompanied by the sounds of the church bells and the ovations of the
crowd15. At the beginning of the 20th century, Craiova transformed, from a borough with
28 quarters (bearing the manes of some well-known churches), into a modern city
that, despite some obvious contrasts, was making efforts to become industrialised.
Gradually, there appeared in Craiova, the private boarding schools. Concomitantly,
although the first catholic parish was founded in Craiova in 1827, the number of
the catholic churches grew after the arrival of the Italians, a situation that led to the
founding, in 1889, of “St. Mary” Catholic Church, by “Mary Ward”. Order, also
called the “English Misses”, which had opened similar schools in Bucharest, Brăila
and Turnu Severin16. Thus, in this school, which became a standard in Craiova,
there were learning girls from well-off families (regardless the confession), in order
to get the necessary education for the living in the society, as mothers and wives.
Ruler Alexandru Ioan Cuza, King Carol I and the Heir Prince Ferdinand, the
Heiress Princess Maria visited Craiova, until 1914.
Towards Craiova, which was in full process of modernization, after 1878 also
having a railway, the poor from the villages and the communes of Oltenia were
coming and settling in the outskirts. For a long period of time, Craiova lacked the
systematisation of the streets. It did not have a sewerage system, water supply system,
the refuse and the swamps being an ugly reality around the area of what is known
today as Valea Vlăcii, Valea lui Opincă (crossing towards the area where Block
S200 is now positioned). The water supply was made through the public fountains
(Purcaru Fountain, Bogdan Fountain etc.) and the water carriers. In the area of the
actual block known as Casa Albă, there was Foișorul de Foc, the Fire Station.
14
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Moving to the end of the discussed period of time, due to some architects,
constructors, landscapers as Giovanni Batista Peresutti, Constantin Iotzu, Petre
Antonescu, Eduard Redont, Craiova started to have well-positioned streets, a
sewerage system, a gold awarded park at the International Exhibition from Paris.
Returning to Oltenia, generally, except the city of Turnu Severin, built according
to the plans of Xavier Villacrosse and Morritz von Ott, the localities with urban
potential were continuously looking like some wealthier communes: Târgu-Jiu,
Caracal, Calafat, Dăbuleni, Drăgășani, Râmnicu Vâlcea, Strehaia, Filiași etc. were
developing slowly, helped by their connectivity to the railway network. During the
ruling of Alexandru Ioan Cuza, there was debated the founding in Romanați, near
the ancient city of Sucidava, a port, an initiative materialised by Prince Carol in 1871,
the port being the nucleus around which the nowadays city of Corabia developed.
Oltenia was severely affected by the uprising from 1907. The counties of
Oltenia were representing more than a quarter of the farming surface of Romania,
at that time, there living the great landowners, the bailiffs who owned flocks, herds
or studs17. The grains and the animals were especially traded for export, while the
great mass of the producers, freed from the previous status of socmen, were now
struggling with the new contracts of farming agreements. Oltenia started to step
with determination towards the founding of schools and hospitals. Theodor Preda
from Craiova donated his wealth to Craiova, on the condition, stated in the will,
that in his houses and assets to be built a hospital.
Craiova will become gradually industrialised. The workshops of tools, small
factories, mills, factories that produced agricultural machinery progressively started
to appear in Craiova.
Nonetheless, in the rural world of Oltenia, the diseases, the epidemics, the
epizooties, malnutrition were making a large number of victims, both among
people and animals. The drought or the abundant rain, the floods, due to the rivers
whose banks were not taken care of, were endangering the health and even the life
safety of the dwellers. The farming was still extensive, the bailiffs and the landowners
not being generally interested in investing in the agricultural machinery. Yet,
Constantin Dini Mihail, with a major in agronomy in Germany, was the first to
build a Model School at Bârza (Valea Stanciului, Dolj)18.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
Oltenia evolved towards modernity, in the time interval 1821–1914, first of
all due to the personalities that lived and carried on their activity here. Oltenia
offered Wallachia maybe the most of the rulers and boyars, and after the abolishing
of the boyar ranks and of Almanack of the Nobility, very many high officials,
military men from Oltenia were in the first row of the public life of Romania.
17
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Paul Rezeanu, Craiova – Amintirile orașului, Craiova, 2006, pp. 45–67.
Ibidem, pp. 70–81.
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It is appropriate to end this paper with the thoughts of Eugeniu Carada’s
nephew, Mariu Theodorian Carada: “Considered good traders, and skilful only to
carry baskets with the yoke, the people in Oltenia taught those from Bucharest a
lesson! Unexpectedly, in almost 30 years, they were found installed in all the
significant areas and all intellectual professions took advantage of the presence of
these people. Where is Mr. Director from? From Gorj. Your place of birth,
professor? Dolj, Romanaţi, Mehedinţi… The entire Oltenia. There was a rapid
transformation among the people from the old region of Oltenia, always lit by the
flickering flame of Craiova”.
The individuality of the region within Romania determined it to become the
centre of the Ban Institution. The economic model, the potential for development
made a great number of people, of different conditions and ethnic origins, settle in
Oltenia, especially in Craiova.
Oltenia crossed, in the 93 analysed years, a sinuous road, marked by two
revolutions, an independence war, a revolt. Oltenia remarked itself as a region with
a great potential for development, both from the material and human point of view.
Along its history, Oltenia kept its individuality within Romania.

